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Toward reporting standards
for the pathogenicity of variant combinations
involved in multilocus/oligogenic diseases
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Summary
Although standards and guidelines for the interpretation of variants identified in genes that cause Mendelian disorders have been devel-

oped, this is not the case for more complex genetic models including variant combinations in multiple genes. During a large curation

process conducted on 318 research articles presenting oligogenic variant combinations, we encountered several recurring issues concern-

ing their proper reporting and pathogenicity assessment. Thesemainly concern the absence of strong evidence that refutes a monogenic

model and the lack of a proper genetic and functional assessment of the joint effect of the involved variants. With the increasing accu-

mulation of such cases, it has become essential to develop standards and guidelines on how these oligogenic/multilocus variant com-

binations should be interpreted, validated, and reported in order to provide high-quality data and supporting evidence to the scientific

community.
Introduction

The analysis of human genetic varia-

tion in relation to genetic disease has

led to the discovery of patterns more

complex than the notion of ‘‘one

gene-one disease phenotype,’’ pro-

moting the acceptance that a disease

can be caused or modulated by

the interaction of a small set of

genes through epistatic mechanisms

and multilocus/oligogenic effects.

Such genetic disease models come in

different flavors: the variants may

need to be present simultaneously to

cause the disease, while for mono-

genic plus modifier cases, a single

variant is sufficient to lead to the dis-

ease phenotype, with additional vari-

ants acting as modifiers of the severity

of the disease symptoms or pene-

trance (age of onset).1 Cases including

the simultaneous presence of multiple

Mendelian diseases leading to over-

lapping phenotypes can also be inter-

esting in this context.2 Oligogenic

models, even just those involving
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two genes (i.e., digenic or bilocus),

remain hard to detect and validate

due to the fact that the variants

involved can be quite common in

the general population, can have a

smaller individual effect on the gene

function, and can be located in genes

that are not necessarily known to bio-

logically interact or already known to

be involved in the same disease.3,4

Nevertheless, data on oligogenic

variant combinations has started to

accumulate in the scientific literature

over the last years (Figure 1) and could

now be of great help to discover useful

patterns and better understand the ge-

netic architecture of these diseases.

Data related to digenic diseases,

the simplest form of oligogenicity,

was first collected in the Digenic Dis-

eases Database (DIDA).6 This database

enabled the development of a new

generation of predictive tools target-

ing combinations of variants linked

to disease.7–9 With the constant in-

crease of new data and the emergence

of more complex cases, the recently
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developed Oligogenic Diseases Data-

base (OLIDA; https://olida.ibsquare.

be/)5 moves beyond the digenic limits

imposed onDIDA, serving as a data re-

pository on all types of oligogenic

combinations linked to disease phe-

notypes. The database further pro-

vides an original curation (or confi-

dence) score for each oligogenic

combination based on the quality of

evidence that supports their associa-

tion with disease. Indeed, while a sin-

gle reference repository on oligogenic

cases is essential, the implication of

the variants and genes in the associ-

ated disease needs to be properly eval-

uated in order for it to be useful to the

medical genetics community.

During the curation of the research

articles for OLIDA, several recurring

issues were encountered. Although

the published articles report the poten-

tial existence of oligogenic models,

adequate genetic evidence excluding a

monogenic model is often missing

(Figure 1). Additionally, in order to

better understand the mechanisms
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Figure 1. Cumulative number of reported oligogenic combinations per year and distri-
bution of the associated genetic and functional evidence based on the data collected in
OLIDA and extracted from articles published between January 1994 until February 2022
The color gradient represents the confidence score (as ‘‘absent,’’ ‘‘weak,’’ ‘‘moderate,’’ or
‘‘strong’’ and the corresponding score number from 0 to 3 in parentheses) for the associated
genetic (in blue) and functional (in orange) evidence linked to each oligogenic variant com-
bination in OLIDA. A higher score is always associated with stronger evidence for the path-
ogenic association of an oligogenic variant combination with the described disease pheno-
type. Detailed information on how these scores are assigned can be found in the
corresponding article of OLIDA.5
leading to disease, a proper func-

tional assessment of how the variants

and genes act synergistically to cause

the phenotype is also important. How-

ever, functional experiments are

not regularly performed, and even

elaboration on the potential biological

mechanisms leadingtodisease through

the consultation of public databases or

in silico tools is frequently lacking

(Figure 1). In general, a lack of speci-

ficity has been observed in oligogenic

articles that concerns both genetic

and functional evidence, as many

studies implicate only gene panels in

their analyses and/or limited func-

tional testing of specific oligogenic

combinations. These issues tend to be

even more profound for higher-order

oligogenic combinations, which

includemore than twogenes (Figure2).

Finally, it was noticed that many arti-

cles do not sufficiently report variant

information, making the collection

and evaluation of data tedious.

Although standards and guidelines

for the interpretation and reporting

of single sequence variants implicated
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in Mendelian diseases have been

developed,10,11 linking combinations

of variants in different genes to a

disease phenotype requires different

considerations and is currently not

subjected to any standards and guide-

lines. Based on the curation experi-

ence obtained while creating OLIDA,

this commentary aims to initiate a dis-

cussion on how to properly report and

assess the pathogenicity of oligogenic

sequence variant combinations un-

derlying genetic diseases by intro-

ducing a first set of recommendations.

In our opinion, articles reporting

on true oligogenic patients should

address two main essential points:

(1) the rejection of a monogenic

model for the studied disease pheno-

type with the demonstration of suffi-

cient genetic evidence that there is

no coincidental presence of the asso-

ciated variants in the patient, some-

thing that appears to be the most

common limitation that was observed

in literature, especially for monogenic

plus modifier scenarios, and (2) that

the evidence of a patho-mechanistic
, 100165, January 12, 2023
implication between an oligogenic

combination and the studied pheno-

type is supported both genetically,

with the use of family pedigrees and

cohorts/variant databases, and func-

tionally with adequate in vivo/in vitro

experiments at the gene and variant

level guided by in silico analyses.
Recommendations on reporting

genetic evidence for oligogenic

models

Studies investigating the association

between genetic variants and disease

typically do so by sequencing affected

and unaffected individuals within a

family (segregation studies) or within

large cohorts (cohort studies). For oli-

gogenic models, the main point of

these analyses is to find evidence that

proves that the co-occurrence of the

variants, i.e., an oligogenic model, is

compatible with the phenotype

observed. In order to do that, authors

should pay attention to the design of

their study to ensure that they can sta-

tistically validate their observations

either by confirming their results using

several unrelated independent families

or by dividing their cohorts into dis-

covery and validation cohorts. More-

over, authors should carefully assess

the number of individuals that they

need to sequence to obtain sufficient

statistical power under an oligogenic

scenario and which reference popula-

tion databases to use for variant inter-

pretation (Table 1). Under different

gene susceptibility and variant pene-

trance models, the necessary number

of included cases/controls to obtain

sufficient statistical power (more than

80%) for the discovery of a gene-

gene association can vary from 300

to 500,000 individuals.12,13 It is also

important to broaden the search for

variants beyond the existing gene

panels since this could mask the pres-

ence of modifier variants in genes

not already known to be involved in

the disease. Ideally, a genome-wide

sequencing analysis should be per-

formed to increase as much as possible

the specificity of the study. Further-

more, strict monogenic filtering



Figure 2. Proportion of the associated genetic and functional evidence scores for the
digenic (in orange) and higher order (in green) oligogenic variant combinations pre-
sent in OLIDA
The color gradient represents the confidence score (as ‘‘absent,’’ ‘‘weak,’’ ‘‘moderate,’’ or
‘‘strong’’ and the corresponding score number from 0 to 3 in parentheses). A higher score
is always associated with stronger evidence for the pathogenic association of an oligo-
genic variant combination with the described disease phenotype. Detailed information
on how these scores are assigned can be found in the corresponding article of OLIDA.5
criteria that are commonly applied in

oligogenic articles should be re-evalu-

ated as they can lead to false-negative

results, taking into account the fact

that when studying multilocus models

common variants can also be consid-

ered as candidates since they might

not cause the phenotype individually

but could contribute to it when in

the presence of additional variants.

For example, in the family case study

of Zullo et al.,14 variants with minor

allele frequencies (MAFs) >0.2 were

deemed very likely to affect the disease

severity in patients with long QT syn-

drome, with further support from

functional studies. Ideally, the allele

frequency threshold to be chosen

should also consider the prevalence

and mode of the disease of interest,

as, for example, when a monogenic

plus modifier scenario is suspected,

theMAF threshold can bemore lenient

for the detection of modifiers

compared with a true oligogenic

model.

The main question that needs to be

addressed regarding the genetic evi-

dence related to oligogenic models is
how the phenotype of the individual

with the variant combination differs

from the phenotype of individuals

not harboring the combination or

harboring only a subset of the

involved variants. The latter is partic-

ularly important not only for individ-

ual variants located in different genes

but also for cases where the genes har-

bor homozygous or heterozygous

compound variants, as proper evi-

dence should show that these biallelic

events in a single gene are not suffi-

cient to cause the observed pheno-

type. The controversy following the

triallelic cases of Bardet-Biedl syn-

drome (BBS [MIM: 209900, 600151,

605231, 615981, 615982, 615983,

615984, 615985, 615986, 615987,

615988, 615989, 615990, 615991,

615992, 615993, 615994, 615995,

615996, 617119, and 617406]), which

is considered one of the most famous

examples of a digenic disease, high-

lights the need for the provision of

extensive genetic evidence with a

large series of patient pedigrees

coupled with functional evidence.

Although the pathogenic evidence of
Human Genetics and Genomic
some triallelic BBS combinations re-

ported in OLIDA is promising, other

reported cases need further support,

as the required oligogenic evidence

needs to demonstrate that the biallelic

events in a single gene are not suffi-

cient to cause the disease phenotype,

with individuals carrying only the

mutations in one gene being healthy

or having less severe symptoms.

For segregation studies, addressing

this question implies that both

affected and unaffected individuals

in—ideally several—unrelated fam-

ilies need to be sequenced in order to

show that each variant in itself, and

subset of variants in themselves, has/

have a smaller or no effect on the

phenotype (Figure 3). For the mono-

genic plus modifier scenario, we

should clearly observe that the pres-

ence of the modifier gene(s) leads to

the more severe phenotype of the pa-

tient compared with individuals car-

rying only the variant at the primary

gene, while for the true oligogenic sce-

nario, we should observe that individ-

uals carrying either variant are unaf-

fected. The presence and absence of

variants should therefore be put in

relation to the phenotype and should

support the involvement of all related

variant subsets in order to clearly

reject a monogenic cause of the dis-

ease phenotype (Table 1). It is thus

crucial that both the genotype and

the phenotype of all sequenced indi-

viduals are thoroughly described. For

instance, in the case study by Olivé

et al.22 on myopathy (MIM: 115197),

the thorough description of pheno-

typic and genotypic features of eight

individuals in the pedigree clearly re-

jects monogenicity by showing that

each individual harboring variants in

only one gene was unaffected. In the

case where many relatives are not

available for segregation analysis, the

variants for which information is

missing can be studied in individuals

from control cohorts.

For cohort studies, searching for an

oligogenic model should imply that

both the frequency of the individual

variants and the frequency of the oli-

gogenic combination itself should be

assessed in the control population,
s Advances 4, 100165, January 12, 2023 3



Table 1. A first set of main recommendations on proper reporting on oligogenic variant combinations and provision of adequate genetic and functional evidence for their pathogenicity

Type of evidence Type of analysis Main goal Recommendations on reporting
Recommendations on showing oligogenic
evidence

Genetic evidence sequencing and general reporting proper oligogenic combination reporting

d explicit information on the

sequencing procedure

d explicit information on all variant

and gene filtering steps (e.g.,

MAF, variant effect, gene panel)

d comprehensive genetic reporting

of sequence variants: genomic co-

ordinates with the genome version

and reference/alternative alleles,

transcript information, cDNA and

protein changes

d complete genetic reporting of

CNVs: starting and ending coordi-

nates with genome version,

explicit variation pattern and

number of copies (if applicable)15

d comprehensive reporting of the

observed variant combinations per

individual in a main table

d consultation in OLIDA for the

presence of the variant combina-

tion and its previous report

d consultation in variant disease

databases for genetic studies

involving the individual variants

(e.g., OLIDA, ClinVar, DisGeNet,

OMIM5,16–18)

d leniency on the MAF of variants is

recommended, as oligogenic vari-

ants, especially those with a

modifier effect, can be present

individually in the control popu-

lation at >1% frequency

d preferably a whole-exome/genome

analysis to avoid bias on current

knowledge and increase specificity

(Continued on next page)
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Table 1. Continued

Type of evidence Type of analysis Main goal Recommendations on reporting
Recommendations on showing oligogenic
evidence

Familial evidence Pedigree proof that the segregation of variants is
consistent with an oligogenic genetic
model

d clear description of the phenotype

and genotype of the proband and

relatives with a family tree

d involvement of first- and second-

degree relatives

d segregation analysis of unaffected

and (if applicable) less severely

affected relatives

d ideally, study of minimum 2 inde-

pendent families

d explicit ethnicity declaration

d explicit consanguinity or

endogamy declaration

d in general: demonstration of a

clear variant segregation that is in

agreement with the studied

phenotype and the unaffected/

milder affected relatives

d true oligogenic scenario: relatives

carrying either variant are unaf-

fected

d monogenic plus modifier scenario:

relatives carrying the variant at

the primary gene have milder

symptoms/different age of onset/

different subphenotype and

neither variant alone is linked to

the observed phenotype of the

proband

d if no clear segregation, authors

should elaborate on their findings

d if applicable (e.g., variant combi-

nation previously reported in

OLIDA), elaboration on the agree-

ment of the current findings with

previous studies

(Continued on next page)
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Table 1. Continued

Type of evidence Type of analysis Main goal Recommendations on reporting
Recommendations on showing oligogenic
evidence

Statistical evidence cohort/statistical proof that the variant combination is
absent in ethnically matched control
individuals not having the disease
phenotype

d clear description of the phenotype

and genotype of probands and

control individuals

d ideally an in-house control cohort

with ethnically matched individ-

uals and assessed using the same

sequencing technology

d necessity of discovery and inde-

pendent validation cases and

controls cohorts

d search for the presence of the

variants together and individually

in the control cohort(s)

d search for the presence of variants

in large population databases, first

as a combination (at minimum in

the 1000 Genomes Project19) and

individually (e.g., gnomAD20) in

the ethnically matching subpopu-

lation

d consultation of the ACMG criteria

on the statistical pathogenicity

for each variant

d explicit ethnicity declaration for

both case and control cohorts

d in general: demonstration that

control individuals do not carry

the variant combination and, if

they carry a subset of the variants

involved, that they do not exhibit

the same disease phenotype as the

patient

d true oligogenic scenario: control

individuals carrying either variant

are unaffected

d monogenic plus modifier scenario:

control individuals carrying the

variant at the primary gene have

milder symptoms/different age of

onset/different subphenotype and

neither variant alone is linked to

the observed phenotype of the

proband

d if applicable, elaboration on the

agreement of the current findings

with previous studies

(Continued on next page)
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Table 1. Continued

Type of evidence Type of analysis Main goal Recommendations on reporting
Recommendations on showing oligogenic
evidence

Functional evidence gene level proof that the genes (proteins) act
together to cause the described
phenotype

d in vivo or in vitro combinatorial

and single knockout or dosage

experiments

d consultation of biological data-

bases for known relations among

the genes (proteins) (e.g., PPI and

pathway databases, expression

data)

d if applicable, report on the bio-

logical role of the involved genes

(proteins) and their link to the

studied phenotype

d in general: demonstration of an

epistatic effect of the involved

genes (proteins) compared with

their individual effects

d true oligogenic scenario: the

knockout/lower dosage of both

genes is required to cause the

studied phenotype

d monogenic plus modifier scenario:

primary gene knockout/lower

dosage causes milder phenotype/

different subphenotype and

neither gene alone leads to the

observed phenotype of the pro-

band

d if possible, further elaboration on

the biological mechanisms under-

lying this epistatic effect derived

from previous knowledge

variant level proof that the variants have an impact
together on the described phenotype d in vitro or in vivo combinatorial

and single mutant experiments

using the corresponding variants

d in silico analysis of the combina-

torial effect of the variant combi-

nation (e.g., oligogenic or mono-

genic pathogenicity predictors7

and 3D modeling21) and consulta-

tion of the ACMG criteria on the

functional pathogenicity for each

variant

d search in variant disease data-

bases for functional studies

involving either the variant com-

bination or the individual variants

(e.g., OLIDA, ClinVar, DisGeNet,

OMIM5,16–18)

d in general: demonstration of a

joint pathogenic effect of the

variant combination compared

with their individual effects and

the effects of any subcombina-

tions

d true oligogenic scenario: both

variants are required to cause the

observed phenotype

d monogenic plus modifier scenario:

the variant at the primary gene

leads to milder symptoms/

different age of onset/different

subphenotype and neither variant

alone leads to the observed

phenotype of the proband

d if possible, further elaboration of

the biological mechanism in which

the variants are causing the dis-

ease phenotype

The ‘‘true oligogenic’’ scenario corresponds to the case where all variants need to be present simultaneously to show any disease symptoms, while in the ‘‘monogenic plus modifier’’ scenario, the variant at the primary gene
can still cause milder symptoms or a different sub-phenotype. MAF, minor allele frequency; SNV, single-nucleotide variant; indel, insertion or deletion; CNV, copy-number variant; PPI, protein-protein interaction.
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Figure 3. Examples of family pedigrees that demonstrate a clear genetic segregation for a digenic variant combination involving
gene A and gene B
The digenic variant combination is associated with the disease phenotype under (A) the true digenic model, where the simultaneous
presence of both variants in an individual are necessary for the development of the disease phenotype, and (B) themonogenic plusmod-
ifiermodel, where the variant at the second genemodifies the severity or age of onset of the symptoms caused by variant in the first gene.
Variant A in the first gene is shown in green, variant B in the second gene is shown in yellow, and the individuals with the disease pheno-
type are shown with a red or blue dot.
the latter case being often missed in

oligogenic papers. For the simplest

case of a digenic disease, under a

high digenic penetrance and/or

high variant frequency scenario, it is

estimated that 35,000 control samples

could be sufficient to reach 80%

statistical power, whereas control sam-

ples of sizes between 100,000 and

500,000 would be needed for digenic

combinations of lower penetrance

and/or involving rare variants13. Ac-

cess to genome biobanks, such as the

UK Biobank, can serve this purpose.

However, to facilitate the process of

properly assessing oligogenic combi-

nations in clinical genetics, we believe

that there is also an urgent need for

large public control databases that

can either offer the frequency of com-

binations of variants in a particular

population or provide access to

whole-genome sequences. For now, a

search for the identified variant combi-

nations in the 1000 Genomes Proj-

ect,19 which includes publicly avail-

able data from different ethnicities,

already provides a first statistical indi-

cation, yet it is clearly underpowered,

especially for rare and heterogeneous

diseases (Table 1). Apart from a direct

search in control populations, addi-

tional statistical analyses can also be
8 Human Genetics and Genomics Advances 4
conducted, such as demonstrating a

stronger or earlier onset of the pheno-

type for individuals with oligogenic

variants compared with individuals

with monogenic variants23 or by

computing an odds ratio of finding

the variant combination in an individ-

ual based on the single variants’ allele

frequencies in the population.24

Finally, it is important to stress that

the identified variants should be thor-

oughly and accurately described by

applying the Human Genome Varia-

tion Society (HGVS) recommendations

on variant description nomenclature25

and offer information at the genome,

cDNA, and protein levels, when appli-

cable, to avoid any ambiguity in their

identification in future studies. For

example, frameshift variants should

not only be described at the protein

level, as they could be caused by

several different variants at the gDNA

level. Furthermore, the identification

number of the reference sequence

should always be reported. Accuracy

in the notation of these variants is

essential for the data to be collected

in repositories such as OLIDA and

can help to retrieve already known in-

formation about their eventual

involvement in genetic diseases from

external databases.
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Recommendations on reporting

functional evidence for

oligogenic models

Another limitation that we encoun-

tered in literature is the absence of

adequate functional evidence impli-

cating an oligogenic combination in a

disease and a lack of elaboration on

the biological mechanisms that are

implicated for the genes and variants.

While having undisputable genetic ev-

idence can be a convincing argument

for oligogenicity, high-quality func-

tional evidence can bring an essential

additional insight into the underlying

molecularmechanismof such amodel.

This is particularly important in cases

where undisputable genetic evidence

isnot available, as is the case for thema-

jority of scientific papers that, at the

same time, do not validate their results

experimentally to compensate for

the lack of sufficient genetic support

(Figure 1). Even for individual variants,

we have many times encountered the

term ‘‘pathological’’ or ‘‘pathogenic’’

supported mostly by statistical evi-

dence. This then leads to a cycle where

authors claim the ‘‘pathogenicity’’ of

oligogenic combinations without any

individual or combinatorial functional

evidence of pathogenicity.



In order to obtain functional oligo-

genic evidence of good quality, the

focus should be on the causality of

the multiple variants together for the

studied disease phenotype and the

demonstration of a synergistic or ad-

ditive effect (i.e., proof that the effect

of the combination is different than

the variants’ individual effects) using

in vivo and/or in vitro experiments

(Table 1). Nevertheless, in many pa-

pers, this information is either

completely missing or the results

are not sufficient to exclude a mono-

genic cause, as the authors often

focus either on the individual effect

of the involved genes and variants or

only on the oligogenic combination

itself without making comparisons to

exclude a monogenic model.

An effort should bemade to provide

functional evidence both at the gene

(including transcript and/or protein)

and variant levels (Table 1). Address-

ing the pathogenicity of an oligogenic

combination at the gene level is very

important in understanding how

they act synergistically to cause the

disease. This can be achieved experi-

mentally by, e.g., conducting in vitro

or in vivo dosage or combinatorial

gene knockout experiments, which

should always be coupled with the

respective single-gene experiments

for comparison. The goal of any func-

tional assessment trying to support

an oligogenic model should be to

demonstrate an epistatic effect of

the involved genes, either by leading

to the studied disease phenotype for

a true oligogenic scenario or by

affecting its severity, for the mono-

genic plus modifier scenario. The

comparison with their individual ef-

fects is important in order to discard

a monogenic model. Nevertheless,

the variants involved in a specific

oligogenic combination may not

functionally be responsible for the

disease even if there is proof that the

genes act synergistically. Therefore, a

similar synergistic assessment at the

variant level is also needed with, e.g.,

experiments using in vivo models, cul-

tures of patient cells, expression

studies, and co-immunoprecipitation

and binding assays (Table 1). An
example of a nicely founded oligo-

genic functional assessment is

described in the paper of Wang et al.

on assessing a digenic etiology for

Müllerian aplasia (MIM: 158330).26

The authors compared double hetero-

zygous, single knockout, and wild-

type mouse models, by introducing

the variants of the genes GEN1

(MIM: 612449) and WNT9B (MIM:

602864) that are supposed to be

involved in an oligogenic combina-

tion and demonstrated a clear syner-

gistic effect for the double heterozy-

gous mice on the uterus. Another

example of a paper providing good

functional evidence for a higher-order

oligogenic case is that of Gifford et al.,

who described an oligogenic combi-

nation involving the genes MRTFB

(MIM: 609463), MYH7 (MIM:

160760), and NKX2-5 (MIM: 600584)

linked with left ventricular noncom-

paction (LVNC [MIM: 604169]).27

Their work demonstrated that this

variant combination produced the

LVNC phenotype in mice and had a

more detrimental effect compared

with mice carrying individual and

double heterozygous mutations.

We acknowledge that the conduc-

tion of functional experiments is

often not possible due to lack of

adequate in vitro/in vivo models or a

lack of resources and equipment,

especially in a clinical context. Never-

theless, with the advent of numerous

computational tools in the field, it is

possible to provide as common prac-

tice, and a bare minimum, in silico ev-

idence of the pathogenic potential of

a variant combination, even though

such information is not adequate by

itself to provide a diagnosis. This

can be done by using combinatorial

and monogenic pathogenicity predic-

tors or tools assessing the 3D struc-

ture of proteins and how the

involved variants can affect their

interaction (Table 1). Several re-

sources can also be used to better un-

derstand and interpret in silico the

involvement of the genes in the dis-

ease, such as Gene Ontology (and

Gene Ontology enrichment ana-

lyses), gene interaction databases,

and biological pathway databases. In
Human Genetics and Genomic
silico tools could help reduce the

problem of lack of specificity in oligo-

genic studies by allowing us to

consider many possible scenarios first

and limiting the amount of oligo-

genic combinations that need to be

tested functionally. Nevertheless, we

would like to stress that functional

experiments are the only means to

provide definite proof of synergy

among the involved genes and var-

iants.
Conclusions and final remarks

By sharing these general consider-

ations that were gathered during the

curation process of OLIDA, we would

like to open the discussion on the

improvement of data quality in the

field of oligogenic/multilocus disease

research. We define a first set of

standards and guidelines on how to

properly report the evidence support-

ing oligogenic/multilocus models un-

derlying genetic diseases. These rec-

ommendations are open to further

assessment and debate, but as the

number of publications identifying

oligogenic causes to disease is

increasing rapidly (Figure 1), initi-

ating this discussion is imperative.

We believe that it is also crucial that

clear definitions of the different oli-

gogenic cases, especially when modi-

fier genes are involved, are put into

place so that standardized and more

specialized criteria can be defined

for each type. Developing such con-

crete standards can also lead to the

refutation of previously published

oligogenic associations when these

do not conform with the presence

of at least the minimum required

pathogenic synergistic evidence. Pa-

pers refuting oligogenic models

after the presence of additional

evidence have already emerged.28

A standardized evaluation of reported

oligogenic combinations can be done

with the creation, for example, of a

ClinGen Variant Combination Cura-

tion expert panel that will ensure

the standards for their proper report-

ing and flag or refute combinations

linked with insufficient evidence
s Advances 4, 100165, January 12, 2023 9



based on, e.g., confidence scores like

those in OLIDA.5

Proper reporting and assessment of

oligogenic variant combinations con-

tributes to the medical genetics field

not only by consolidating the evidence

supporting an oligogenic model but

also by decreasing the amount of

work of biocurators by, e.g., facilitating

the addition of the data in public re-

positories such as OLIDA. Tools such

as PubReCheck29 can be used to make

papers machine readable and can

help increase their discoverability and

interpretability with text-mining tech-

niques, supporting the work of bio-

curation29,30 and promoting the find-

ings to other experts, such as the

curation expert panels of ClinGen.31

Data and code availability

The source data for Figures 1 and 2 in

the commentary are available at the

OLIDA website (https://olida.ibsquare.

be/).
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